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Tle and T2 Relaxation Times of Some Free Radical
Solutions as Function of the Radical Concentration

NUMAN zengin, GÖKÇE BiNGÖL

Deportmenf of physics^ FacuUy of Science^ Vniversiiy of Ankara 
AnJcara

(Received 5 July, 1967)

Tjg and Tg Telaxation times of diphenyl^ tetracyanoethyien (TÇNE) and a , oı.'- 
dipyridyl radicals prepared in THF in varn>us concentrations have been measured by 
using a double resbnance weak-I‘ield specttometer, constructed in this laboratory. The 
theory and techni<iue of measurernent bave been given, and the results obtained haye' 
been discused.'

INTRODUCTION

The variation of the electron polarization in a sülution, which 
contains electron and nuclear spins affects the nuclear polarization. 
This effect is known as Överhauser-effect [1], [2]. As a jesult 
of the Overhauser -effect the dynanuc nuclear polarization tırişes 
and the species, and the strength öf this polarization depend on 
the origin of the spins, magnetic field strength and the saturation 
degree of the electron spin resonance. In the steâdy State, for the- 
dynanuc nuclear polarization, the following eguation cari be 5mt- 
ten [3].

t \

P.

Po
= 1+ pfe

Y.

Yi
<1)

where, is the excited nuclear polarization and P^ is the nuçlear 
polarization in the thermal equilibriuın. The parameters which 
are shown in the eguatioh have the following meanings: p , is a /
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coupling parameter wlıich depends on the origin of the interactions 
between nuclear and electron spins. In the case of the suffiçiently
rapid molecular motioris 1) p can be taken as 1 /2 for
dipolar and 1 for scalar coupling. f, is the distribution factor which 
depends only on the nuclear relaxation. The value of f is in between • 
O and 1, and it can be expressed as

T,
f =

T 1 .

T 10

T ' 4- T ■^1 -^10

1 - (2)
T.0

’Vfhere, Tj is the total nuclear relaxation time of the radical soln- 
tion, Tj' is the relaxation time arising fromtho coupling of the elec- 
tron spins and Tj,, is the relaxation tim.e which iş originatedfrom the
other mechanisms in the püre solvent. s is the saturation parame-
ter which depends only on the properties of the electron spins,
such as electron spin relaxation and the shape of the resonance 
curve and it is defined as

41o~ 'Z
s n„ o s 1 (3)

■^herelljj is the electron spin polarization excited with the resonance 
and is the value of the same guantity in the thermal equilib- 
rium. Yi are the gyromagnetic ratios of the electron and nuc- 
leüs respectively.

By using the representation,

Ys
F = pf —

Yi

equation (1) can be written as

P.
-----  = T - Fs.

P.

(4)

(5)
O

In this eguation F is the extrapolated enhancement factor and ' 
it can be determined by extrapolating of the saturation curve 
(s = 1). It is evident that for the püre dipol - dipol coupling
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the value of the enhancement factor of the nuciear polarization 
(P,, - P„) I P„ is egual to - 330. / ,

The State of a radical in a magnetic field can be evpresscd
hy a wâve function and for a magnetic guantum number 
electroû polarization leads to .

n"A
1

------- - S. (m I SJ m) 
S “

m,

(6) «

m

N

in the z direction and N,
[4], [5]; where is the component of the spin bperatbr S (S^,S^.,Sj,) 

is the population in the State.m
The summatipn is made aU över the States in orderto find the total 
electron polarization in the same direction.

. A high freguency field excites some transitions between the 
energy levels of the magnetic dipol, if the freguency of the magne
tic field is near the appropriate transition freguency of the sys- i 
tem. Hence the polarization given by the eguâtion (6) MiH b® ®f' 
fected by these transitions. By'calculating the transition proba- 
bihty for absörption or emission in the unit fime by means of the 
perturbation theory< the following eguation can be obtained.

W, == 2 tey/ g (w - <0 j |. (m; I I m^) 1^ (7)

The shape function g (w - <0;^) which is showh in this eguatiohj* 
• is normahzed as, - \

• H-co

—co
g (w - «J dcûj^ (8)

and the function reachs its nıaKİma for the value g (0) ==

This relation gives also the theoretieal definition of the transversal 
relaxation time T^'’". ' . t

The population ■which is changed in’any energy State m, due 
to the transitions, is given by a differential eguatiohs System,

dN

dt
(9)

m

m
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wheş», are the upward and downward transitions
probabilities fdt the stimulated transitions ^d they are exactly 
equail ,each other accordingto the equation (8), ând Wj^„ and 
are the relaxation transition probabilities per spin per unit time 
due to the spin - lattice coupling. The relation between these prob- 
abilities can be given as.

"ItOmv, - am
kT (10)

mn

By using dguations (3), (6), (8), and (9), s which deseribes the
pröperties of the electron spin system can he obtained [4]. The
value of s depends on the shape of the ES R spectrum. If S — | and
I .=0, the hyperfine structure
there is only one 
following form.

can not be expected, that means.
ESR üne in the spectrum. In this case s has the

where.

®g (« - «„) 

l+og (w-o„)
(11)

9

am
e

S

a - IPı T,e (12)

and Cü„ is the transition frequency. When cg 1, s âpproachs
*1. In this case, by measuring l the value of E can be cal- z o
culated by means of the equation (5). By using F and P^ / P„ value 
measureil under the condition of erg İ, s can be found from the 
same equation, bıit in this case equation (11) becomes.

S = dg (w - (13)

Therefore the value öf a can be easily determihed. Hence using this 
result and the equatİQn (12) Tj^ can be found. On the other hand 
the shape of g(w-tûj,) renders possible to evaluate T2'

If there is separated hyperfine structure in the spectrum, 
s can be given as,

®ik g («' -
s = S 

ik
“;k.

1 +®ik g(« - “ik)
lı(“ik) (14)
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where the summation is made ali över ik transitions and.

1
and

'ik = 4nY/H-TS|(m/|SJ tûkk> (15)

S 11 («J = 1 (16)/
• ife

where h(cû;t) is a correction factor for ESRline. Generally there are 
too many lines in a ESR spectrum aıid usuaUy these lines are not 
separated. Therefore it is possible to write the summation in the 
equation (14) as an integral form

+" ®ik g («-“it)

-c©

where
1 + '^ik g(“-“ik)-

h (Wi^) dwit 17

~co
h («iJ d«it (18)

s

-}- co
1

The equation (17) can be used for the ESR lines which are 
broadened inhomogeneousiy. The evaluatiön of this integral is 
not difficuh, if the inhomogeneous brodening is larger than the 
line-width of a single ESR line or if the local field distribpfion has 
a Lorentz fornı.

In the first case, the broadening must not be resulted from the 
saturation. This condition can be fulfüled by using suffiçiently 
weak during the measurement of ESR - line. If g(ft)-(Oi^)
has a Lorentz form, this function

1

can be writen as

g (“-“ik) ==

T ik 
2

TC 1 + (“ - “ik)^ (T/^)^
(19)

and in this case ali the Tîe are equal to the T2e in the ESR-line 
freguency interval. According to this result, equation (17) giyes

<7 h {(it)
(20)s

1 + — T, 
7t '2e

Inthe second case, the localfield dustrihution has a Lorentz form.
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T,
h (“it .) =o.

'o 1

TC
and the eguation (17) gives

1 + (<ûi'ik w.'„)' T3.O
(21)

s

G
TC T

1 + — T, 
TC

1 + (“ik 0^ .2
(22)

le

■vvtere t is given by the foUlowing eguation.

1 1 1
= --- + ----

T T.

' . G

1 4- ----  T,2e (23)
2e

In order to determine T le ’

n

it is necessary to measure the de-

pendence of P^/ P^ on the ESR freguency for Tj^ 1. Hence,

in the first case h (<û) and in the second case the line width pa- 
rameter T (HJ of the Lorentz curve can be found. When the inho-
mogeneous broadening is large, s can be determined by means of F
using a P^/Po value measured in the sufficiently weak Hj. It is 
possible to determine u from the eguation (20) by using the cal-
culated value of s and T,le can be found.

It is convenient to use the eguation (22) for the high Hj. 
In this case, there is no importance of the shape function because 
of the existing saturation, and F can be obtained from the satu- 
ration curve. If a series of P^/ P^ (Hj) measurements are per-
formed for to = to,o a limited P^/Po value can be determined
by extrapolating Hj to infinity. Under these conditions s is
equal to 1, hence F can be easliy calculated.

EXPERIMENTAL

A. Spectrometer

The System used in the present work is a double resonance 
tveak field spectrometer. The block diagram of this spectrometer
is şhown in Fig. 1.
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The static magnetic field (= 15 oe) of this spectrometer 
has been obtained by a Helmholtz coils System of 300 - 300 turııs 
and 80 cm in diameter, with a stabilized current of 2 amps. An- 
other Helmholtz field modulation system which has 300-300 turns 
has been placed coasially between the static field coils. These coils 
have been fed by a sawtooth or a sin - voltage generator accord
ing to the type of modulation needed. The sawtooth and alter- 
nating field modulations have been produced by means of an 
osciUoscope TektronİK 534A and'ah audio frequency generator 
Hewlett Packard 200AB respectively. A modulation amplifier 
has been used either foı DC sawtooth 
currents.

or AC modulation field

The sharp absorption signal and the number of wiggles ob- 
served on the scope, in the case of DC modulation, is a measure 
of the homogeneity of the H^ which is extremely important for
the sensitivity of the spectrometer (Fig. 2.) As a further precau-
tion, a small permenant magnet has been used to ehange the field 
gradient in the yicinity of the sample head to obtain the possible 
field homogeneity in the spectrometer.

Fig. 2,

The rapid modulation technique (modulation frequençy^ 
linewidth) has been used for the measurements [6] and the spec
trometer System have been adjusted for the modiılation frequency 
of 93 cps.
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The sample head which is just placed in themiddle of the 
axis of the coils Systems consists of two small coils whiçh are 
wound one över the other. Common axis of these coils iş per- 
pendicular to that of the field coils. The inner one which is called 
ESR coil was made from silver coated copper wire and it has only 
four turns. This coil has been used to produce high freguency field
H le •

ESR spectrum has been obtained by using a high freguency 
voltage generator, W and el and Goltermann Type LMS-68 with an 
out put of max 10 Vj.g.,Special matching boxes have been construc- 
ted working inthe successive intervals of the freguencies between 
20 - 80 Mc and fhey have been used to transfer by amplify- 
ing the out put voltage of the generator to the ESR coil, Even 
if the coupling boxes are uşed, the saturation of the samples were 
not possible. Tberefdr, a special oscillator has been made and used 
for the measurements which tvere taken in the vicinity of the satu
ration. The output of this generator was about 300 around 
43 Mc.

The outer coil of the sample head' is the nuciear resonance 
coil ■which has about 350 turns. This coil was connccted through
a high freguency filter to the NMR detector which is fed by a gu- 
artz genenerator of 65 Kc. This freguency correspohds to the 
proton resonance fregueny for the static field of the spectrometer 
used in the present work.

A sample placed. in sample head causes an absorption, for each
be deteetedmodulation cycle, and an absorption signal can

through Q -nıeter, high freguency amplifier and demodulation parts 
of the NMR detector. This absorption signal can be taken directly 
on a scöpe when DC modulation was used, by making the connec- 
tion^ in Tig. 1. The oüt put of the detector is connected to a nar- 
row band. amplifier eguiped a filter for 93 cps whicb is used as 
modulation freguency. Using audio freguency AC modulation, the 
signal can be taken again on a scope, by conneeting the out put of 
the narrow band amplifier and the modulation generator vertical 
and horizontal plates respeetively.

The signal can be recorded by conneeting the out put of a 
phase sensitive detector to the recorder. The signals have been

I
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registered by using either a Hartmann and Braun Minicomp LB
recorder or a Wandel and Goltermann BLS 218 storascope.

B. Determination of the field constant 
of ESR coil

The measurement of Tj^, is a littie complicated and depends on 
the determination of some other quantities. High frequency field 
Hj^ which is produced by the ESR coil has a special importance 
for this measurement. should be preciselly calculated by 
using Vj^ and therefore the proportionality constant between 
and the other measured values should be determined.

The eXperimental method, which is more favourable than the 
theoretical way, has been used to determine this constant.

H,le can be found by measuring the relaxation time Tj^ and 
by calculating a for a sample from the equation (12).For this pur- 
pose (SOj)j NO~~ ions, which are prepared by solwing K^fSOj)^ NO 
in water and in the nitrogen atmosphere, were used.

ESR frequency dependence of j 1*^ / I*o |. -H 1 quantity of 
these ions is shown in Fig.S.This measurement has been performed 
in a constant (eff) and especially far from the saturation. The 
transition frequencies of these ions have been already observed 
[3], [4]. The curve shown in Fig. 3. is the hyperfine structural

line of these ions and corresponds to m = + I transition1 
- ?

around 68.6 Mc. This curve has Lorentz shape and ,a
which is equal to Tj^ in this case, can be easily determined from its 
line width

1
----  = = 2 n. Av
T

2=
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Fig. 3.

This equahty is only valid, if there is no oxygen in the solution 
[7] and in the absence of saturation broadining.Henee has been 

found as 2.2 10~^ sec. On the other hand F has been determined 
from PJ P„ (HJ measurernent ^or the same frequenGy. The re
sult of these measurements are shown in Fig. 4. The value of F 
has been estimated as 48.8 by extrapolating Hj® to the infinity
and s has been calculated as 9.7410 ^ by using nieas-O

. urement, for very weak Hj® (Vj^ = 16 volts), and the enhence- 
ment factor F. Eguation (19) gives 7.00 10“* siec for g (o„) in the 
case of (O = as the curve has a Lorentz shape. By using these 
results (7 has been found as 1.39 1(P sec“^ from the equation (13) 
and Hj^ have b^en calculated as 8.1110 
(12).

oe from the eguatidn

Hle İS proportional to the HF current, so, 

X. = ki,,;
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Fig. 4.

can be written. Omiting the resistance of the coil of four turns 
which is made of copper wire of 3 mm in diameter, 

V,le
H.e = K' —

V

can be writen, wbere v is the frequency of Vj^, and K'is the ESR 
coil constant. E'has been found as 1,16 10’ C. G. S. by using the 
calculated data.
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C. The measurernent of the nuclear relaxation time 
Tj and the determination of the concentrations 

of the free radical Solutions

To measure nuclear relaxation time T , the side bands mûst 
be just separated from the Central line of the NMR signal obtained 
by the rapid moulation technique [6]. This separation can be ob- 
tained by adjusting the modulation parameter and Hj^. m
is called modulation parameter, where y is the gyromagnetic ratio 
of the nuclei, H^^is modulation field amplitude and m is the mo-
dulation frequency). After the nuclear magnetization has built up 
in the magnetic field between the upper side hand and the Central 
line, adiahatic fast passage brings the DC static field to the 
çenter of the Central line [8]. The decayof the transverse magnet
ization can be mesaured by the dispertion signal by using a 
storascope (Fig. 5.). For this curve

M

A

i \
! '
I
—-

I

\

—i.
\

A
2

e

time

Fig. S,

As
-tı/T. 

e (24)
as the nuclear magnetization increases or decreases exponantially. 
Where Ais an arhitrary ordinate and is a constant which char- 
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acterizes the decay of the magnetization. This constant is caUed 
as transversal relaxation time. For A/2

A -ta/T,
(25)

2

can be written . Using equations (24) and (25)

t;= ta tj

İn 2
(26)

can be obtained. When intensity of the the beam of the storascope 
was modulated with a freguency f^ , the time interval of t^ — tj, 
which corresponds to abscissa interval of A and A/2 can be 
determined by counting the spots 
ation (26) becomes.

on the screen. Hence the equ-

n
= 1.44

€m

By using this method, the determination of transversal nuciear 
relaxation times of the püre solvent and of the radical solu- 
tion are possible, and using these values, from the relation:

1 1

Tz T'z

1+--
T■^20

the transversal nuciear relaxation titne T/ which is arising from the 
interaction with the electron spins can be determined. It is known 
on the other hand that 1 { T'^ is proportional to the radical con
centration ^5].

D. Preparation of the radical Solutions and determination 
of radical concentration

In this study, the concentration of diphenyl radical ions which 
were prepared in THF and nitrogen atmosphere have been found
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by measuring Tj as described above and then by using the graph
which is given in ref. [5],The concentrations of TCNE/THF radi
cal ions have been determined by using a S band spectrometer [10],
Tj relaxation times of the same samples vvere also determined by
using NMR spectrometer. The concentrations of a fia' dipyridyl
free radical ions which were prepared in the same solvent, have been 
determinedbyusing a Qband EPR spectrometer. Forthispurpose 
special,twin cells on which identical capillary tubes joined were 
used. The reason of using identical capiUaries is to avöid the volü
me corrections during the Concentration measurements. The used 
ceUs were calibrated volumetrically, and sohd DPPH which was 
weighted very preciselly was put in one of twin cells and then THF
was distiled on it in the nitrogen atmosphere. Hence, a sample,
which can be used as a reference, was prepared. Then the free
radical solution, approximately about the same concentration was 
prepared in THF by using the second celi. An ample amount of 
radical Solutions were sent to capillaries and they were cut off 
by a flame [9]. By comparing these samples at the Q band.EPR 
spectrometer the unknown concentration was determined [10], 
Tj relaxation time of the same sample was also determined by 
using the double resonance NMR spectrometer.

A series of measurements were made for TCNE and X , X -
dipyridyl and the graph shown in Fig. 6. wâs obtained. The other 
concentration values of these free radicftis were determined 

■ from this graph.
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E. Determination of the relaxation times
T,„ of the free radicalsle

The relaxation times T^^, of diphenyl, TCNE and a, a' - dipy- 
ridyl free radical Solutions, which were prepared in THF in dif- 
ferent concentrations, were determined by the methode which haS 
been explained in detail in the introduction. Firstly the concen-
tration of each sample ■was determined. Then I P, /P„ I + 1
values were found depending on ESR freguency. This gives the
ESR spectrum of the radical which is under examination. Some 
spectra belonging to these three radicals are shown in Fig. 7, 
Fig.8, Fig.9. By integrating this curve the value of h (o) has been 
obtained. Then the saturation curve was drawn and finally for a 
known value of under the condition of u g 1, | P^/ Po I + 1 
was measured. These measurements, repeated for each concentra
tion, w(5re made at room teperature and finally the Tj^ has been 
determined.
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DISCÜSSIÖN OF RESULTS

1 has been ploted against the concentration, for three radical 
Solutions in >Fig. 10.It is seen in'these graphs that 1 /Tj^ is propor- 
tinal to the concentration, in the high concentrations region. -This ' 
result can be attributed to the relaxation of magnetic dipol - dipol 
interaçtion [llJ.The results which havç been found experimentally ....
are satisfying and in accordance with the theory. lt is accepted 
in^the theory that, the solvent molecules and the radica'l ions have, 
the completely free motins each others. So it could be only possible x 
to explain the relaxatiou mechanism in the high concentration 
region. Thereftıre there iş no associatioh between solvent molecu
les and radical ions.^ 

It is seen in Fig. 10. that another mechanisin affects the, re- 
laxation in the case of the low concentrations. An actiyation by; < r
temperature
V / V'. ■' T

’ ' le

e'"- /fcT,) is not observed, therefore the

relaxâtion can not be the result of any type of dipolar coupling. 
In a previous study [4] a type of spin-orbit çoupling js pro-
posed, but it is not proöved. It is necessary to take a series of

a

the temperature dependence measurements to şee the spin-orbit 
coupling.
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ÖZET

Difenil, TCNE ve a, a^- dipi^idil’in THF içinde, farkh konsantrasyonlarda hazır
lanan radikallerinin T^.^ ve Tj relaksasyon zamanlan, bu laboratuarda kurulan bir çift 
rezonans, zayıf alan spektrometresi ile ölçüldü. Çabşmada teori ve ölçü tekniği hakkın
da gerekli bilgi verilerek T^^ nin konsantrasyona bağh olarak değişimi tefsir edildi.
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